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Back-face Culling applied to
Collision Detection of Polyhedra
George Vanecek Jr.
Department of Computer Science
Purdue University
'West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA
(317) 497-7088, fax: (317) 494-0739
Back-face culling is a preprocessing technique used in computer graphics to speed up the
rendering of polyhedra. In this paper we show how this technique can. be modified to
reduce unnecessary checking of boundary elements in collision detection for a phYBica.l-
based simulations and animation systems. At each time stepl we determine a priori which
faces cannot be part of the contact between two polyhedra and thus can be culled. In
the computer graphics technique, the normal vector of a polygon is compared with the
view direction. Here, the normal is compared to one or possibly several relative velocity
vectors, and the face is culled when its motion is in the opposite direction of the normal
vector.
We also give an algorithm that takes linear time in terms of the number of faces, and
on the average eliminates half of the polygons. Due to its low computational overhead,
when it is used as a front end to a collision detection system, a noticeable improvement
in performance can be achieved.
Keywords: culling, collision detection, animation, simulation.
1 Introduction
We show in this paper that when two ITI'"ving objects can potentially collide, at any
instance of time roughly half of their total surface area need never be checked for collision.
We apply a well known computer-graphics techni'lue called back-face culling [5) in which
the technique checks the orientation of polYl;;vLhl in relation to a given view and culls
polygons which can not be seen. A polygon is O::llU~d when its normal vector points in the
same general direction as the view vector. On the average this technique eliminates half
the number of polygons from being rendered. Prc:-'ently, the technique is supported by
computer graphics hardware in conjunction wit.h Z-buffering to render the visible polygons
of opaque polyhedra.
There is a direct relationship between this problem and the problem of detecting
possible contact between two moving objects. At any instance of time, some polygons
of a moving object are facing in the general direction of motion and some are facing
backwards. When considering pairs of objects, the polygons of one object that face
backwards cannot collide with the other object and these polygons need not be checked
for contact.
In physical-based simulations, we do not deal simply with the bounding polygons but
with full BIep descriptions consisting of faces, edges and vertices. This technique can be
used to preprocess the faces, edges and vertices at each time step prior any method used
for collision checking. For example, Bouma. and Vanecek have shown [2] that a full set-
theoretic intersection is required to analyze contact in a physical-based simulation based
on dynamics. The culling technique can speed up the performance of the intersection
operation by an average factor of two since roughly half of each object is always facing in
the opposite direction of motion. When complex objects consisting of thousands of faces
are simulated, this factor of two can provide a noticeable improvement in performance of
the collision detection algorithm.
To appreciate its merits in reducing the number of faces considered in collision check-
ing, we can compare it with the commonly used bounding-volume techniques. In general,
a complex object can be approximated by a bounding volume (such as a sphere, or its
convex hull) leading to the following observation: if a bounding volume is not penetrated
by the other object (or its bounding volume) then neither is the object within. When ob-
jects are far apart, bounding volumes can quickly determine the separation of objects [5}.
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Figure 1: Instantaneous velocity p at point p.
However, when the objects are in close proximity, most (if not all) of the bounding-volume
techniques fail to detect the separation of two nonpenetrating objects. Even hierarchical
bounding-volume techniques such as [12] fail to reduce the complexity in close proximity
of objects since the bounding volumes describe the entire objects and not the elements
composing the objects (such as the faces). Unlike the bounding volumes, the presented
culling technique does not depend on the geometry or pose of both objects being tested.
It only depends on the relative-velocity vectors and the surface normals. Thus the same
results are obtained whether the objects are far apart or in total contact.
We continue this paper by working out the details of relative velocity in Section 2
and show that it possesses a property that the relative-velocity vectors can be linearly
interpolated between any two points. This property is then applied in Section 3 to for-
mulate the technique of culling faces for two moving objects. The culling algorithm and
its complexity is given next. In the last section, we summarize the results and conjecture
some future results.
2 Preliminaries
Consider a polyhedron at some time t positioned and oriented in the global frame of
reference with its local center indicated by the vector r. The velocity of the center is given
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Figure 2: Relative Velocities (dark vectors) of two objects. Here WI = W2 = 0.
as the time derivative r and the angular velocity about the center is given as w. Using ",
r, and w, any point p =.,. +c has an instantaneous velocity (as shown in Figure 1) given
by the equation
p=r+w xc. (1)
From this equation we can compute the relative velocity of the point in relation to another
object and show that the relative-velocity vector-space is linear. This property leads
directly to the culling technique.
2.1 Relative Velocities
Given two polyhedra 81 and 82 in the global frame of reference at time t, the relative
velocity at point p of object Sj as seen by an observer fixed on 8j is
(2)
where the instantaneous velocities Pi and Pj are defined by Eq. (1). As a simple example,
look at the relative velocities, shown as dark vectors, for the two objects in Figure 2. The
objects have linear velocities (shown as dotted vectors) but no angular velocities.
Expanding Equation (2), we get the relative velocity in terms of the vectors Cj and Cj
Pij Ti+wixcj-(rj+Wjxci)
rji + Wi X Cj - Wi x cj,
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(3)
Figure 3: Linear intef"'Fo:ation of relative velocity vectors.
with rij = rj - foj. To get the equation!!l. terms of point P, we note that Cj = P - Ti and
Cj = P - Tj, and obtain.
rjj + Wj x p - Wi X Tj - Wj x p + Wj x Tj
(rjj - Wj x Tj + Wj x Tj) - P X Wj + P x Wj
(4)
where aij = .;ojj - Wi X Tj +Wj x Tj, and Wj; = Wj - Wj are constants for a give time t.
2.2 Linear Property of Relative Velocities
When objects are rotating, points need not have the same relative velocity. This
raises the following question: given any two distinct points p and q for which we know
the relative velocities, can we state anything about the relative velocities of points on
the line segment between p and q? We can show that the relative velocity of any point
tp + (1 - t)q, for t E R , is a linear combination of the relative velocity vectors Pij and
9ij (see Figure 3). For readability, we now let Vjj(p) = Pij. To show this property, we
specifically want to demonstrate that
Vi;(tp + (1 - t)q) = tVi;(p) + (1 - t)v,;(q), (5)
for 0 ~ t :5 1. If this equality is correct, the two sides should cancel, and so the proof
follows from Eq. (4):
Vi;(tp + (1 - t)q) - tv,;(p) - (1 - t)v,;(q)
(ai; + (tp + (1 - t)q) x W;i) - t(a,; + p x w;') - (1- t)(ai; + q x w;')
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_ aij + tp X Wji + q X Wji - tq X Wji - taij - tp X Wj; - (1 - t)(ai; + q x Wji)
_ (1- t)a;j + (1 - t)q x Wj; - (1 - t)(a;j + q x Wj;)
- 0
This linear combination property for relative velocities generalizes to n points. Given
n distinct points Pl, ... ,Pn in E3, let p be any convex combination of these points given
by alPI + ... +O'nPn, where 1 = Ei=1 O'i. It follows from Eq. (5) '.be::t
n
V;j(p) = E a,v;j(p,).
.10=1
(6)
To show this property visually, refer to the two torii in Figure 4. The torii are shown
as wire frames and the relative velocities at each vertex are shown as line segments.
3 The Culling Technique
When we think of an object (say, Si) moving in the presence of another object (say s;),
we think of Sj as having a front and a rear in terms of its relative velocity. We do not
expect a collision to occur in the rear of Si. To illustrate this, refer again to the torii as
seen in Figure 5. The faces tha.t face in the direction of motion are shaded, and the faces
that face towards the rear are left as wire frames.
We can state this more formally. Given a face f of Si in the global frame of reference,
let p E f. The angle 0 between the normal vector nf of face f and Pij describes whether
p is moving towards the outside directly above f or not. If follows that if 0 is less than
1r/2,
p·· .. nf>OIJ -,
indicating that in the local neighborhood of p, p is moving towards the empty space above
f and therefore p can possibly collide with some part of Sj within this local neighborhood
(refer to Figure 6). Accordingly,
(7)
implies that the entire face is moving away from any portion of Sj that may lie directly
above it. Therefore I cannot collide and can be culled. Furthermore, note that Pij = -Pjj.
This means that if p is on face Ii of Sj and on fj of Sj, and Pij . nf; < 0 it must be the
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Figure 4: Two toni with lines indicating the relative velocities.
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Figure 5: Two toni with faces facing in the direction of motion shown filled.





Figure 7: Bounding polygon II(J) approximating complex face f.
case that Pji' ntj < 0, since nJ; = -nJj" Thus both Ii and Ii are culled. This indicates
that although contact may exist at time t, it cannot exist~ ... ~ time t' > t.
The above predicate 'Cannot be implemented efficiently since it requires a check of the
relative velocity direction at every point on the face. However, since the relative velocity
vector-space is linear, we can make the following simplification. Let II(f) be a convex
polygon of n points enclosing face f. Using the points of the polygon, PI, .. ",Pn and
applying Eq. (6), we can make the following reduction:
Thus we caD guarantee Property (7) by checking only a small finite set of points. Note
that this is only a sufficient condition. Clearly the other direction does not always hold.
This means that sometimes we may fail this simple test even though the face satisfies the
property. How accurate the test is depends on how tightly the convex polygon approxi-
mates the face. If we let nu) be the exact convex hull of /, we get both the necessary
and sufficient condition. However, in terms of efficiency, this is not always appropriate.
Consider, as an example a circular face with 256 vertices. Checking all 256 points is too
inefficient. We can use instead a tightly approximating convex polygon consisting of only,
lets say, eight points(refer to Figure 7). This idea was introduced for objects in [8] in
trying to improve the efficiency of ray tracing.
There are two special cases of this property worth mentioning. When both objects
are moving without rotating, Equation (7) becomes rij . nf < 0, and when object Sj is




This technique has been implemented in C++ within Proxima. [9], a system based on
the Brep-index data structure [10]. The Brep-index supports contact analysis [2] for the
Newton dynamics simulation system [4, 6, 7]. The culling technique serves as its front-end.
In the system, the objects are given in their local frames of reference and mappeJ to
the global frame in each time step by the transformation
p = pLR; +r;.
Here, point r is the corresponding point of p in the local frame of reference, dJ:!d the
mapping uses a 3·by-3 rotationa.l matrix, Iti, and the translation vector rio Since the
boundary points and face normals are given in the local frames, the culling algorithm
computes the relative velocities in the local frames of reference of object Si instead of the
global frames as outlined in the previous sections. To do this, we rewrite Equation (4)
which is a function of the global p as a function of pL in the local frame. Thus,
·L L L L
P ·· ;;::a.·+p xw ..I, I, ,II (8)
h L ,,-1 d L R-1were aij ;;:: aij"'''j I an Wji = Wji j •
The algorithm to cull faces and return the set of unculled faces can now be sta.ted.
It takes as arguments the set of faces Pi of Sj in its local frame of reference, the rotation
matrix R;, and the motion parameters for both Si and Sj. With each face f we associate
the bounding convex polygon, II(J) = [p" ...].
function cull(Fi , R, rj, Wi, rj, Wj) : set
begin
S<--O
at +-- (rij - Wi X Ti +Wj x Tj)Ri l
wt +-- (Wj - wi)Ril
for each face f E Pi do
if 3k = I, ... , III(J)I 3 (at + Pk X wf;). nf ;:: -<then
S <-- SU {j)
return S Return Unculled Faces
end
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In the algorithm, we use a small tolerance € > 0 to test for zero.
Without the b01mding polygons for each face, the time complexity of Function cull
is O(2e + f) where e is the number of edges and f is the number of faces. Each face
is visited once and culled if its relative-velocity vectors at the vertices all point in the
opposite direction of the face normal. Since for a given face the number of edges is the
same as the number of vertices, each edge in the object is visited twice, once for each
adjacent face. Sincl::., :::t.:'l'vever, we only check the bounding polygon points rather than
all the vertices of the fact;, we can bound the polygon to have at most eight points, and
obtain a time complexity of O(J).
5 Summary
This paper presented a linear time algorithm to eliminate on the average half of all
the faces of two moving objects. The technique can supplement any collision detection
algorithm that checks the pairwise intersection of faces of the two objects.
This technique could be easily supported in hardware on top of existing graphics-
hardware pipelines and with a z-buffer feedback could possibly provide a hardware based
collision detection. We are currently investigating this possibility.
We are also investigating the combined use of the culling technique and bounding-
volumes. For example, adding bounding spheres to the objects and checking the support
planes of faces against the spheres results in higher than 50 percent culling. It is hoped
that simple a priori checks will cull most faces leaving a small subset of candidate faces
which would need to be checked for interpenetration by other means.
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